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develop service oriented architecture solutions with the oracle soa suite with this book
and ebook this book is a comprehensive guide split into three sections the initial section of
the book provides an introduction to the oracle soa suite and its various components
and will give you a fast paced hands on introduction to each of the key components in
turn the next section illustrates the usage of the various components of the soa suite
to implement a real world soa based solution with the help of an example of an online
auction site obay the final section covers other considerations such as the packaging
deployment testing security and administration of soa applications this book targets
developers and technical architects who work in the soa domain the primary purpose of
the book is to provide them with a hands on practical guide to using and applying the
oracle soa suite in the delivery of real world composite applications it presumes basic
understanding of the concepts of soa as well as some of the key standards in this space
including web services soap wsdl xml schemas and xslt and xpath oracle soa suite 11g
developer s cookbook is a high level and practical cookbook packed with easy to follow
task based recipes for developers if you are a soa developer who wants to extend your
repertoire of oracle soa suite techniques for extending applications then oracle soa
suite 11g developer s cookbook is for you you should have basic understanding of soa
concepts as well as key standards including web services soap wsdl xml schemas and
xslt and xpath working knowledge of oracle soa suite is required to take full
advantage of the recipes in the book this fully illustrated step by step tutorial is based
on proven training material that has been highly praised by hundreds of developers in
product training courses given as part of the soa suite 11g rollout you will learn how
to build a services oriented composite application project iteratively with each chapter
introducing new technology components and adding a functional increment each chapter
comes with a working solution for your reference you can use the solution to start the
tutorial at any point or to jump around to the chapters that most interest you this
clear and detailed tutorial is perfect for both new and experienced soa developers
looking for a pragmatic and hands on approach to learning oracle soa suite 11g hello
world to oracle soa is a perfect companion that will be helpful to gain the skills in
developing next generation integration components using oracle soa suite 11g it also
pays the way for the integration consultants developers to upgrade skills from the
existing eai enterprise application integration background to oracle soa it covers the
required details from the beginners to become master in oracle soa suite 11g it consists
of five major sections with 51 chapters two of it to explain the basics and advanced
concepts in oracle soa suite next two sections for examples and a tutorial next
generation employee hiring process with an additional appendix section that discuss
about the key tips for soa implementation this book covers the key components of oracle
soa stack and helps to readers to be an independent developer by following the concepts
tutorials and examples below list of topics are covered in details in this book with
unique examples for each of the topic discussed introduction to webservice development
introduction to oracle soa suite installation procedures overview on oracle sca
components developing first sca composite with oracle soa suite oracle sca component
description testing the service composite application building integration components
with oracle soa building service composite application with oracle soa building business
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process flows with oracle soa securing oracle sca composite using owsm guidelines to
administer oracle soa suite advanced concepts in oracle soa define model implement and
monitor real world bpel business processes with soa powered bpm for oracle soa suite
with this book and ebook do more with soa integration best of packt takes less of a
discussion and a more value approach to helping you to learn all you can about soa
integration a medley of eight packt books each chapter has its own unique style so that
you can learn from not only content written in a step by step tutorial style but also
from handbook and cookbook chapters if you are a soa architect or consultant who
wants to extend your knowledge of soa integration with the help of a wide variety of
packt books particularly covering oracle tools and products then do more with soa
integration best of packt is for you you should have a good grasp of service oriented
architecture but not necessarily of integration principles knowledge of vendor specific
tools would be an advantage but is not essential this book is a design handbook and
provides skills to successfully design implement and optimize business processes on top of
soa starting with business process modeling it shows design principles to architect sound
process architectures it presents best practices for modeling business processes using
bpmn together with design principles for services and composite applications it provides
detailed coverage of how to prepare business processes for execution an in depth
explanation of human interactions is given and also principles and best practices for
using rules moving on adaptive case management principles are explained along with the
reach of business processes to mobile devices and ensuring multichannel interactions
business activity monitoring event driven architectures complex event processing in
relation to business processes and enabling integration with events and iot devices are
explained the design principles and best practices are demonstrated in a practical way on
a rental car use case this cookbook is full of immediately useable recipes showing you
how to develop service and message oriented integration applications on the oracle
service bus in addition to its cookbook style which ensures the solutions are presented in
a clear step by step manner the explanations go into great detail which makes it good
learning material for everyone who has experience in osb and wants to improve most of
the recipes are designed in such a way that each recipe is presented as a separate
standalone entity and reading of prior recipes is not required the finished solution of each
recipe is also made available electronically if you are an intermediate soa developer who
is using oracle service bus to develop service and message orientated applications on the
oracle service bus then this book is for you this book assumes that you have a working
knowledge of fundamental soa concepts and oracle service bus the book starts by
introducing key soa concepts and emerging standards such as service component
architecture sca that are key to understanding oracle soa suite 11g the remainder of the
book written in the form of a tutorial will quickly guide new and experienced developers
through the complete breadth of features and components offered by oracle soa suite
11g this tutorial is modular and you will learn how to build a services oriented
composite application project iteratively with each chapter introducing new technology
components and adding a functional increment ready to deploy solutions are provided for
each and every step so developers can jump into the tutorial at any point in the book
beginning with the solution for the previous chapter chapter instructions are written at
three levels of complexity detailed step by step instructions for the newbie high level
functional and design notes for those who want the challenge of building without the
details and a quick build list of objects for experienced users who just want to build the
application this is a cookbook with interesting hands on recipes giving detailed
descriptions and lots of practical walkthroughs for boosting the performance of your
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oracle soa suite this book is for oracle soa suite 11g administrators developers and
architects who want to understand how they can maximise the performance of their soa
suite infrastructure the recipes contain easy to follow step by step instructions and
include many helpful and practical tips it is suitable for anyone with basic operating
system and application server administration experience the definitive guide to soa oracle
service bus second edition targets professional software developers and architects who
know enterprise development but are new to enterprise service buses esbs and service
oriented architecture soa development this is the first book to cover a practical
approach to soa using the bea aqualogic service bus tool and it s written from the
source bea systems aqualogic product lead jeff davies this book provides hands on
information to developing soa driven applications with esbs as central components it
also gives strategic guidance on soa planning web service life cycle management
administration of an esb and security considerations author jeff davies is careful to cut
through theory and get straight to demonstrating successful use of the product service
oriented architecture soa is a way of organizing software this book helps users
understand not only the buzzwords and benefits but also the technologies that underlie
soa xml wsdl soap xpath bpel sca and sdo it includes business examples and
illustrations giving a practical meaning to abstract ideas applied soa patterns on the
oracle platform is aimed at architects practicing soa or traditional integration and
also at technical team leaders implementing oracle fusion under scrum or wf
methodology ������������������ 34���������������� eclipse ����������
�� soa made simple is a concise and indispensable handbook for finally understanding
exactly what service oriented architecture is split into three clear sections in this book
you ll learn from both theory as well as step by step implementation examples to aid in
your understanding of this often poorly articulated industry term if you are an
architect who wants to be completely clear in your understanding of what soa is then
this book is essential in fact anyone designer developer administrator or team lead who is
implementing or about to implement an architecture in an it environment should not miss
out on soa made simple some previous experience with general software architecture is
required but this guide will tell you everything you need to know about soa in a clear
and easy fashion the book explains core concepts while providing real world
implementation specifics detailing the administration related activities with oracle soa
suite 11g with a step by step approach using real world examples the authors
demonstrate the use of wlst scripts that administrators can reuse and extend to
perform most administration tasks such as deployments tuning migration and installation
if you are an oracle soa suite administrator weblogic server administrator database
administrator or developer that needs to administer and secure your oracle soa suite
services and applications then this book is for you basic knowledge of oracle soa suite
administration is beneficial but not necessary this is a cookbook with interesting hands on
recipes giving detailed descriptions and lots of practical walkthroughs for boosting the
performance of your oracle soa suite this book is for oracle soa suite 11g
administrators developers and architects who want to understand how they can
maximise the performance of their soa suite infrastructure the recipes contain easy to
follow step by step instructions and include many helpful and practical tips it is
suitable for anyone with basic operating system and application server administration
experience wso2 made simple dive deep into the core concepts of wso2 to overcome the
challenges faced while using the enterprise integrator about this book design create and
publish services in the wso2 technology integrate the wso2 enterprise integrator with
other components and servers log and test deployed services who this book is for if you
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are a java solutions architect or developer and are keen to understand how to build
enterprise applications with wso2 this book is for you no prior knowledge of wso2 is
expected what you will learn configure wso2 enterprise integrator server in a
production environment create soap proxies and rest apis interact with wso2 message
broker write services using the new language ballerina schedule automatic tasks for the
services you create manage log messages depending on the log level of the system
integrate with social networks such as twitter facebook instagram and yammer test
soap services using the tryit feature and soapui tool work with quality of services in
detail wso2 enterprise integrator brings together the most powerful servers provided by
the wso2 company for your soa infrastructure as an enterprise service bus esb wso2
enterprise integrator provides greater flexibility and agility to meet growing enterprise
demands whereas as a data services server dss it provides an easy to use platform for
integrating data stores creating composite views across different data sources and
hosting data services using real world scenarios this book helps you build a solid
foundation in developing enterprise applications with powerful data integration
capabilities using the wso2 servers the book gets you started by brushing up your
knowledge about soa architecture and how it can be implemented through wso2 it will
help build your expertise with the core concepts of esb such as building proxies sequences
endpoints and how to work with these in wso2 going further you will also get well
acquainted with dss data service concepts such as configuring data services tasks
events testing and much more the book will also cover api management techniques along
with esb and dss you will also learn about business process servers the rules server and
other components that together provide the control and robustness your enterprise
applications will need with practical use cases the book covers typical daily scenarios
you will come across while using these servers to give you hands on experience style and
approach the book is a complete guide and helps you get the right start from
understanding soa architectures to getting valuable experience with two important
integration servers such as esb and dss it will include some real world practical
scenarios to help you master the best practices followed right across the industry and
overcome the challenges you re likely to face on a daily basis this book is written in
simple easy to understand format with lots of screenshots and step by step
explanations if you are a bpm developer looking to develop robust bpm solutions
without impediments then this is the best guide for you this book assumes that you have a
fundamental knowledge of bpm oracle soa suite 11g handbook describes how oracle soa
suite 11g can be used to successfully implement a service oriented architecture soa in an
enterprise the book covers all the components of the suite and provides a complete
introduction for all oracle developers and administrators this is a one stop solution to
get up and running for novice and experienced professionals alike the book combines an
easy hands on case based introduction with a rigorous structured discussion of
concepts and key features this oracle press guide starts with an introduction explaining
soa oracle soa suite 11g and the case study used throughout the book a fictitious
hospital this is followed by a hands on introduction to development administration and
governance advanced concepts are discussed in the last part of the book information
about standards xml xsd xpath soap wsdl ws aia and migration from oracle soa suite
10g is also included learn database design development and administration using the
feature rich sql developer 4 1 interface about this book explore all the sql developer 4
1 features useful for oracle database developers architects and administrators
understand how this free tool from oracle has evolved over the years and has become a
complete tool that makes life easy for oracle and third party database users the
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author ajith narayanan has a total of 10 years of work experience as an oracle apps
dba who this book is for this book is intended for oracle developers who are responsible
for database management you are expected to have programming knowledge of sql and pl
sql and must be familiar with basic oracle database concepts what you will learn
install and navigate through all the advanced features of sql developer that were
introduced in version 4 1 browse create edit and delete drop database objects use the sql
worksheet to run sql statements and scripts edit and debug pl sql code manipulate and
export unload data carry out all dba related activities such as exporting importing
tuning and analyzing database performance issues quickly analyze create and edit the
data model using data modeler extend the sql developer capabilities by exploring the apex
related pages enabling and working with restful services use the available reports and
create new custom reports with custom scripts grasp how to connect to third party
databases and work smoothly with them in detail at times dbas support 100s of
databases at work in such scenarios using a command line tool like putty adds to the
difficulty while sql developer makes the life of a developer dba or db architect easier by
providing a graphical user interface equipped with features that can bolster and enhance
the user experience and boost efficiency features such as dba panel reports data modeler
and data miner are just a few examples of its rich features and its support for apex rest
services timesten and third party database drivers demonstrate its extensibility you may
be a newbie to databases or a seasoned database expert either way this book will help
you understand the database structure and the different types of objects that organize
enterprise data in an efficient manner this book introduces the features of the sql
developer 4 1 tool in an incremental fashion starting with installing them making the
database connections and using the different panels by sequentially walking through the
steps in each chapter you will quickly master sql developer 4 1 style and approach this
book follows a step by step approach and is in a conversational and easy to follow
style screenshots and detailed explanations of the basic and advanced features of sql
developer 4 1 that will make your work and life easy this fully illustrated step by step
tutorial is based on proven training material that has been highly praised by hundreds of
developers in product training courses given as part of the soa suite 11g rollout you
will learn how to build a services oriente master oracle soa suite 11g design and
implement an agile service oriented enterprise computing infrastructure using the detailed
information in this oracle press guide written by an oracle ace director oracle soa suite
11g handbook uses a hands on case study to illustrate each programming management
and governance concept get expert techniques for modeling and implementing complex
business processes and deploying and securing services while maximizing decoupling and
code reuse install oracle soa suite 11g or migrate from a previous version design and
develop composite applications using sca and sdo model processes using bpel bpmn and
human task components connect components through mapping and filtering with oracle
mediator apply the principles of event driven architecture through complex event
processing the event delivery network and oracle business activity monitoring server
benefit from the power of java through the spring component and the interaction with
oracle validate enrich transform route and operate on data using the oracle service bus
deploy test and manage composite applications from the oracle enterprise manager
control console learn how to successfully implement api management using oracle s api
management solution 12c about this book explore the key concepts goals and objectives
of api management and learn how to implement it using the oracle api management solution
understand the concepts and objectives of the application service governance asg along
with the governance framework that encompasses people processes and technology get
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to grips with api management readiness assessments gap analysis digital reference
architecture and implementation roadmaps who this book is for this book is for enterprise
architects solution architects technical architects and soa and api consultants who
want to successfully implement api management using the oracle api management solution
products what you will learn understand how to manage a set of apis discover the
differences and similarities between api management and soa governance and where and how
these two disciplines converge into application services governance asg grasp
information about asg and how to define an asg governance framework understand the
challenges for organizations looking to expose apis to the external world identify
common scenarios and how to solve them define an oracle api management deployment
topology install and configure oracle api catalog oac oracle api manager oapim and
oracle api gateway oag learn about api subscriptions and api community management
with the oapim portal implement oracle api manager oapim including creation publishing
management and deprecation of apis in detail oracle soa governance is a comprehensive
service orientated governance solution that is designed to make the transition to soa
easier api management is the discipline that governs the software development lifecycle of
apis it defines the tools and processes needed to build publish and operate apis including
the management of the community of developers around it this book illustrates how to
successfully implement api management in your organization to achieve this the
importance of defining an api management strategy and implementation roadmap so that
capabilities are implemented in the right order and timeframes is described it starts by
describing all of the fundamental concepts around api management and related disciplines
such as soa governance and devops in order to dispel the confusion surrounding these
topics the book then takes you on the journey of implementing api management using a
realistic case study of an organization that needs an api management solution you will
start by identifying the key business drivers to implement apis and then create an api
management strategy and a roadmap to realize this strategy you ll then go through a
number of use cases each focused on addressing specific business requirements these will
help you understand each of the oracle api management products how they fit into an
overall architecture and how to implement them the book concludes by providing some
tips and guidelines around defining a deployment topology for the oracle api management
products and the steps to install them style and approach this book is a comprehensive
guide to successfully implementing a complete api management solution from inception to
implementation the initial chapters introduce you to oracle soa governance and api
management and from there chapters are mainly hands on and provide a full step by step
walkthrough of how to implement the products of the oracle api management solution
to address realistic use cases this hands on example driven guide is a practical getting
started tutorial with plenty of step by step instructions for beginner to intermediate
level readers working with bpel pm in oracle soa suitewritten for soa developers
administrators architects and engineers who want to get started with oracle bpel pm
11g no previous experience with bpel pm is required but an understanding of soa and web
services is assumed understanding ibm soa foundation suite learning visually with
examples master the ibm soa foundation through 26 hands on start to finish tutorials
the ibm soa foundation suite is an integrated open standards based set of software best
practices and patterns that help you systematically maximize the business value of soa
understanding ibm soa foundation suite brings together 26 hands on tutorials that will
help you master ibm soa foundation and apply it successfully in your organization four
of ibm s soa practitioners identify core ibm soa foundation components and usage
scenarios and walk you step by step through implementing them in real world
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environments this book s self contained tutorials are presented both in print and through
video on the accompanying cd rom showing you the results of every action immediately
whether you re running the software or not using these tutorials technical
professionals can quickly move up the learning curve discovering how each product
works and how they fit together you ll gain the big picture overview you need to make
intelligent up front decisions and all the hands on practice you need to prototype
working solutions coverage includes designing services with uml sharing designs via html
files and transforming designs to and from java with ibm rational software architect
creating services with ibm rational application developer and deploying them with ibm
websphere application server implementing effective service governance with ibm websphere
service registry and repository integrating existing services into new business processes
with ibm websphere integration developer and ibm websphere process server connecting
services with ibm websphere message broker developing testing deploying and managing
portlets with ibm websphere portlet factory and ibm websphere portal systematically
securing services with ibm tivoli federated identity manager master oracle soa suite 12c
design implement manage and maintain a highly flexible service oriented computing
infrastructure across your enterprise using the detailed information in this oracle press
guide written by an oracle ace director oracle soa suite 12c handbook uses a start to
finish case study to illustrate each concept and technique learn expert techniques for
designing and implementing components assembling composite applications integrating java
handling complex business logic and maximizing code reuse runtime administration
governance and security are covered in this practical resource get started with the
oracle soa suite 12c development and run time environment deploy and manage soa
composite applications expose soap xml rest json through oracle service bus establish
interactions through adapters for database jms file ftp ums ldap and coherence embed
custom logic using java and the spring component perform fast data analysis in real time
with oracle event processor implement event drive architecture based on the event
delivery network edn use oracle business rules to encapsulate logic and automate
decisions model complex processes using bpel bpmn and human task components establish
kpis and evaluate performance using oracle business activity monitoring control traffic
audit system activity and encrypt sensitive data this book is an introduction to oracle
soa suite 11g it introduces you to this most useful tool and provides numerous hands
on examples of how to use the product soa suite 11g is known as among other things a
bpel engine one of its many engines that is used as the homogenizing technology because of
its ability to unify various products although it contains many engines the design time
experience is singular and abstracts the deep technology under the covers while exposing
the full functionality through the interface the runtime is also bundled nicely into a
seamless platform based on weblogic that provides full clustering fail over and
extensibility support in addition to the raw platform soa supports a vast range of
adapters that are covered here from the service adapter to the database adapter to the
ftp adapter and many more these adapter allow much easier integration with native
technologies and other 3rd party technologies the introduction of soa suite through
this book is meant to be experiential the theory is minimized and the practical hands on
experience is maximized you will learn by doing understanding ibm soa foundation suite
learning visually with examples master the ibm soa foundation through 26 hands on
start to finish tutorials the ibm soa foundation suite is an integrated open standards
based set of software best practices and patterns that help you systematically
maximize the business value of soa understanding ibm soa foundation suite brings together
26 hands on tutorials that will help you master ibm soa foundation and apply it
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successfully in your organization four of ibm s soa practitioners identify core ibm soa
foundation components and usage scenarios and walk you step by step through
implementing them in real world environments this book s self contained tutorials are
presented both in print and through video on the accompanying cd rom showing you the
results of every action immediately whether you re running the software or not using
these tutorials technical professionals can quickly move up the learning curve
discovering how each product works and how they fit together you ll gain the big
picture overview you need to make intelligent up front decisions and all the hands on
practice you need to prototype working solutions coverage includes designing services
with uml sharing designs via html files and transforming designs to and from java with ibm
rational software architect creating services with ibm rational application developer
and deploying them with ibm websphere application server implementing effective service
governance with ibm websphere service registry and repository integrating existing
services into new business processes with ibm websphere integration developer and ibm
websphere process server connecting services with ibm websphere message broker
developing testing deploying and managing portlets with ibm websphere portlet factory
and ibm websphere portal systematically securing services with ibm tivoli federated
identity manager a guide to everything an oracle soa suite 12c administrator needs to
hit the ground running about this book understand core administrative tasks such as
deployments purging startup and shutdown configuration and backup and recovery
manage monitor and troubleshoot soa composites and osb services follow step by step
instructions to easily and quickly install a highly available two node cluster who this
book is for with topic areas ranging from the simple to the complex this book is intended
for novice mid level and experienced administrators of the oracle soa suite 12c platform
as well as oracle weblogic server and oracle database administrators interested in
diving into the product what you will learn navigate oracle enterprise manager fusion
middleware control monitor and manage the oracle soa suite 12 c infrastructure deploy
and promote code monitor and manage services configure and administer the environment
manage the dehydration store and enterprise scheduler service troubleshoot oracle soa
suite 12c infrastructure set up backups recovery and high availability in detail oracle
soa suite 12 c is the most comprehensive and integrated infrastructure on the market
today that is used for building applications based on service oriented architecture with
the vast number of features and capabilities that oracle soa suite 12c has to offer
comes numerous complexities and challenges for administration oracle soa suite 12c
administrator s guide covers all the core areas of administration needed for you to
effectively manage and monitor the oracle soa suite environment and its transactions
from deployments to monitoring to performance tuning and much much more manage
monitor and troubleshoot soa composites and osb services from a single product set
understand core administrative activities such as deployments purging startup and
shutdown configuration backup and recovery also learn about new features such as
oracle enterprise scheduler lazy loading work manager groups high availability and more
style and approach presented in a reference guide format where chapters can be read in any
sequence this book explains the core concepts while providing real world implementation
specifics detailing the what why and how of all the administration related activities
that involve oracle soa suite 12c we take a step by step approach and offers tips
instructions and examples that you can easily follow and execute this book constitutes
the refereed proceedings of the 4th international conference on software and data
technologies icsoft 2009 held in sofia bulgaria in july 2009 the 19 revised full papers
presented together with two invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected as best
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papers from 212 submissions the papers are organized in topical sections on enterprise
software technology software engineering distributed systems data management
knowledge based systems this book is packed with real word examples each major
certification topic is covered in a separate chapter which helps to make understanding of
concepts easier at the end of each chapter you will find a variety of practice questions
to strengthen and test your learning you will get a feel for the actual soa foundation
practitioner exam by solving practice papers modeled on it this book is for soa
architects technical consultants application developers and analysts who want to
successfully clear the 1z0 451oracle soa foundation practitioner exam to attain the
oracle soa infrastructure implementation certification ��������soa������ this
book highlights how to integrate and realize service oriented architecture with web
services which is one of the emerging technologies in it it also focuses on the latest
technologies such as metadata management security issues quality of service and its
commercialization a chapter is also devoted to the study of emerging standards and
development tools for enterprise application integration become an adf expert with
essential tips n tricks and case studies for leveraging your adf applications java soa
cookbook offers practical solutions and advice to programmers charged with
implementing a service oriented architecture soa in their organization instead of providing
another conceptual high level view of soa this cookbook shows you how to make soa
work it s full of java and xml code you can insert directly into your applications and
recipes you can apply right away the book focuses primarily on the use of free and open
source java services technologies including java se 6 and java ee 5 tools but you ll find
tips for using commercially available tools as well java soa cookbook will help you
construct xml vocabularies and data models appropriate to soa applications build real
world web services using the latest java standards including jax ws 2 1 and jax rs 1 0
for restful web services integrate applications from popular service providers using soap
pox and atom create service orchestrations with complete coverage of the ws bpel
business process execution language 2 0 standard improve the reliability of soap based
services with specifications such as ws reliable messaging deal with governance
interoperability and quality of service issues the recipes in java soa cookbook will equip
you with the knowledge you need to approach soa as an integration challenge not an
obstacle this hands on example driven guide is a practical getting started tutorial with
plenty of step by step instructions for beginner to intermediate level readers working
with bpel pm in oracle soa suitewritten for soa developers administrators architects
and engineers who want to get started with oracle bpel pm 11g no previous experience
with bpel pm is required but an understanding of soa and web services is assumed
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develop service oriented architecture solutions with the oracle soa suite with this book
and ebook

Oracle SOA Suite Developer's Guide 2009

this book is a comprehensive guide split into three sections the initial section of the book
provides an introduction to the oracle soa suite and its various components and will
give you a fast paced hands on introduction to each of the key components in turn the
next section illustrates the usage of the various components of the soa suite to
implement a real world soa based solution with the help of an example of an online
auction site obay the final section covers other considerations such as the packaging
deployment testing security and administration of soa applications this book targets
developers and technical architects who work in the soa domain the primary purpose of
the book is to provide them with a hands on practical guide to using and applying the
oracle soa suite in the delivery of real world composite applications it presumes basic
understanding of the concepts of soa as well as some of the key standards in this space
including web services soap wsdl xml schemas and xslt and xpath

Oracle SOA Suite Developer's Guide 2009

oracle soa suite 11g developer s cookbook is a high level and practical cookbook packed
with easy to follow task based recipes for developers if you are a soa developer who
wants to extend your repertoire of oracle soa suite techniques for extending
applications then oracle soa suite 11g developer s cookbook is for you you should have
basic understanding of soa concepts as well as key standards including web services
soap wsdl xml schemas and xslt and xpath working knowledge of oracle soa suite is
required to take full advantage of the recipes in the book

Oracle SOA Suite 11g Developer's Cookbook 2012

this fully illustrated step by step tutorial is based on proven training material that
has been highly praised by hundreds of developers in product training courses given as
part of the soa suite 11g rollout you will learn how to build a services oriented
composite application project iteratively with each chapter introducing new technology
components and adding a functional increment each chapter comes with a working
solution for your reference you can use the solution to start the tutorial at any point
or to jump around to the chapters that most interest you this clear and detailed
tutorial is perfect for both new and experienced soa developers looking for a pragmatic
and hands on approach to learning oracle soa suite 11g

Getting Started With Oracle SOA Suite 11g R1
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hello world to oracle soa is a perfect companion that will be helpful to gain the skills
in developing next generation integration components using oracle soa suite 11g it also
pays the way for the integration consultants developers to upgrade skills from the
existing eai enterprise application integration background to oracle soa it covers the
required details from the beginners to become master in oracle soa suite 11g it consists
of five major sections with 51 chapters two of it to explain the basics and advanced
concepts in oracle soa suite next two sections for examples and a tutorial next
generation employee hiring process with an additional appendix section that discuss
about the key tips for soa implementation this book covers the key components of oracle
soa stack and helps to readers to be an independent developer by following the concepts
tutorials and examples below list of topics are covered in details in this book with
unique examples for each of the topic discussed introduction to webservice development
introduction to oracle soa suite installation procedures overview on oracle sca
components developing first sca composite with oracle soa suite oracle sca component
description testing the service composite application building integration components
with oracle soa building service composite application with oracle soa building business
process flows with oracle soa securing oracle sca composite using owsm guidelines to
administer oracle soa suite advanced concepts in oracle soa

"Hello World" to Oracle Soa 2012

define model implement and monitor real world bpel business processes with soa powered
bpm for oracle soa suite with this book and ebook

WS-BPEL 2.0 for SOA Composite Applications with
Oracle SOA Suite 11g 2010-09-06

do more with soa integration best of packt takes less of a discussion and a more value
approach to helping you to learn all you can about soa integration a medley of eight
packt books each chapter has its own unique style so that you can learn from not only
content written in a step by step tutorial style but also from handbook and cookbook
chapters if you are a soa architect or consultant who wants to extend your
knowledge of soa integration with the help of a wide variety of packt books
particularly covering oracle tools and products then do more with soa integration
best of packt is for you you should have a good grasp of service oriented architecture
but not necessarily of integration principles knowledge of vendor specific tools would be
an advantage but is not essential

Do More with Soa Integration 2011-12-15

this book is a design handbook and provides skills to successfully design implement and
optimize business processes on top of soa starting with business process modeling it
shows design principles to architect sound process architectures it presents best
practices for modeling business processes using bpmn together with design principles for



services and composite applications it provides detailed coverage of how to prepare
business processes for execution an in depth explanation of human interactions is given
and also principles and best practices for using rules moving on adaptive case management
principles are explained along with the reach of business processes to mobile devices and
ensuring multichannel interactions business activity monitoring event driven
architectures complex event processing in relation to business processes and enabling
integration with events and iot devices are explained the design principles and best
practices are demonstrated in a practical way on a rental car use case

Oracle SOA Suite 10 g SOA jissen kaihatsu gaido 2007

this cookbook is full of immediately useable recipes showing you how to develop service
and message oriented integration applications on the oracle service bus in addition to its
cookbook style which ensures the solutions are presented in a clear step by step manner
the explanations go into great detail which makes it good learning material for everyone
who has experience in osb and wants to improve most of the recipes are designed in such a
way that each recipe is presented as a separate standalone entity and reading of prior
recipes is not required the finished solution of each recipe is also made available
electronically if you are an intermediate soa developer who is using oracle service bus
to develop service and message orientated applications on the oracle service bus then
this book is for you this book assumes that you have a working knowledge of
fundamental soa concepts and oracle service bus

Design Principles for Process-driven Architectures Using
Oracle BPM and SOA Suite 12c 2015-06-29

the book starts by introducing key soa concepts and emerging standards such as service
component architecture sca that are key to understanding oracle soa suite 11g the
remainder of the book written in the form of a tutorial will quickly guide new and
experienced developers through the complete breadth of features and components offered
by oracle soa suite 11g this tutorial is modular and you will learn how to build a
services oriented composite application project iteratively with each chapter introducing
new technology components and adding a functional increment ready to deploy solutions
are provided for each and every step so developers can jump into the tutorial at any
point in the book beginning with the solution for the previous chapter chapter
instructions are written at three levels of complexity detailed step by step instructions
for the newbie high level functional and design notes for those who want the challenge
of building without the details and a quick build list of objects for experienced users
who just want to build the application

Oracle Service Bus 11g Development Cookbook
2012-01-24

this is a cookbook with interesting hands on recipes giving detailed descriptions and lots
of practical walkthroughs for boosting the performance of your oracle soa suite this
book is for oracle soa suite 11g administrators developers and architects who want to



understand how they can maximise the performance of their soa suite infrastructure the
recipes contain easy to follow step by step instructions and include many helpful and
practical tips it is suitable for anyone with basic operating system and application
server administration experience

Getting Started With Oracle Soa Suite 11G R1 2009

the definitive guide to soa oracle service bus second edition targets professional
software developers and architects who know enterprise development but are new to
enterprise service buses esbs and service oriented architecture soa development this is the
first book to cover a practical approach to soa using the bea aqualogic service bus
tool and it s written from the source bea systems aqualogic product lead jeff davies
this book provides hands on information to developing soa driven applications with esbs
as central components it also gives strategic guidance on soa planning web service life
cycle management administration of an esb and security considerations author jeff davies
is careful to cut through theory and get straight to demonstrating successful use of
the product

Oracle Soa Suite Performance Tuning Cookbook
2013-01-01

service oriented architecture soa is a way of organizing software this book helps users
understand not only the buzzwords and benefits but also the technologies that underlie
soa xml wsdl soap xpath bpel sca and sdo it includes business examples and
illustrations giving a practical meaning to abstract ideas

The Definitive Guide to SOA 2008-10-21

applied soa patterns on the oracle platform is aimed at architects practicing soa or
traditional integration and also at technical team leaders implementing oracle fusion
under scrum or wf methodology

SOA for the Business Developer 2007
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Applied SOA Patterns on the Oracle Platform
2014-08-12

soa made simple is a concise and indispensable handbook for finally understanding exactly
what service oriented architecture is split into three clear sections in this book you ll
learn from both theory as well as step by step implementation examples to aid in your
understanding of this often poorly articulated industry term if you are an architect
who wants to be completely clear in your understanding of what soa is then this book is
essential in fact anyone designer developer administrator or team lead who is implementing



or about to implement an architecture in an it environment should not miss out on soa
made simple some previous experience with general software architecture is required but
this guide will tell you everything you need to know about soa in a clear and easy
fashion

Android����������500��� 2013-03-25

the book explains core concepts while providing real world implementation specifics
detailing the administration related activities with oracle soa suite 11g with a step by
step approach using real world examples the authors demonstrate the use of wlst
scripts that administrators can reuse and extend to perform most administration tasks
such as deployments tuning migration and installation if you are an oracle soa suite
administrator weblogic server administrator database administrator or developer that
needs to administer and secure your oracle soa suite services and applications then this
book is for you basic knowledge of oracle soa suite administration is beneficial but not
necessary

Soa Made Simple 2012-01-01

this is a cookbook with interesting hands on recipes giving detailed descriptions and lots
of practical walkthroughs for boosting the performance of your oracle soa suite this
book is for oracle soa suite 11g administrators developers and architects who want to
understand how they can maximise the performance of their soa suite infrastructure the
recipes contain easy to follow step by step instructions and include many helpful and
practical tips it is suitable for anyone with basic operating system and application
server administration experience

Oracle Soa Suite 11G Administrator's Handbook
2012-08-24

wso2 made simple dive deep into the core concepts of wso2 to overcome the challenges
faced while using the enterprise integrator about this book design create and publish
services in the wso2 technology integrate the wso2 enterprise integrator with other
components and servers log and test deployed services who this book is for if you are a
java solutions architect or developer and are keen to understand how to build enterprise
applications with wso2 this book is for you no prior knowledge of wso2 is expected
what you will learn configure wso2 enterprise integrator server in a production
environment create soap proxies and rest apis interact with wso2 message broker write
services using the new language ballerina schedule automatic tasks for the services you
create manage log messages depending on the log level of the system integrate with
social networks such as twitter facebook instagram and yammer test soap services
using the tryit feature and soapui tool work with quality of services in detail wso2
enterprise integrator brings together the most powerful servers provided by the wso2
company for your soa infrastructure as an enterprise service bus esb wso2 enterprise
integrator provides greater flexibility and agility to meet growing enterprise demands
whereas as a data services server dss it provides an easy to use platform for
integrating data stores creating composite views across different data sources and



hosting data services using real world scenarios this book helps you build a solid
foundation in developing enterprise applications with powerful data integration
capabilities using the wso2 servers the book gets you started by brushing up your
knowledge about soa architecture and how it can be implemented through wso2 it will
help build your expertise with the core concepts of esb such as building proxies sequences
endpoints and how to work with these in wso2 going further you will also get well
acquainted with dss data service concepts such as configuring data services tasks
events testing and much more the book will also cover api management techniques along
with esb and dss you will also learn about business process servers the rules server and
other components that together provide the control and robustness your enterprise
applications will need with practical use cases the book covers typical daily scenarios
you will come across while using these servers to give you hands on experience style and
approach the book is a complete guide and helps you get the right start from
understanding soa architectures to getting valuable experience with two important
integration servers such as esb and dss it will include some real world practical
scenarios to help you master the best practices followed right across the industry and
overcome the challenges you re likely to face on a daily basis

Oracle SOA Suite 11g Performance Tuning Cookbook
2013

this book is written in simple easy to understand format with lots of screenshots and
step by step explanations if you are a bpm developer looking to develop robust bpm
solutions without impediments then this is the best guide for you this book assumes that
you have a fundamental knowledge of bpm

WSO2 Developer's Guide 2017-09-29

oracle soa suite 11g handbook describes how oracle soa suite 11g can be used to
successfully implement a service oriented architecture soa in an enterprise the book
covers all the components of the suite and provides a complete introduction for all
oracle developers and administrators this is a one stop solution to get up and running
for novice and experienced professionals alike the book combines an easy hands on case
based introduction with a rigorous structured discussion of concepts and key features
this oracle press guide starts with an introduction explaining soa oracle soa suite 11g
and the case study used throughout the book a fictitious hospital this is followed by a
hands on introduction to development administration and governance advanced concepts
are discussed in the last part of the book information about standards xml xsd xpath
soap wsdl ws aia and migration from oracle soa suite 10g is also included

Oracle BPM Suite 11g Developer's Cookbook 2012-01-01

learn database design development and administration using the feature rich sql developer
4 1 interface about this book explore all the sql developer 4 1 features useful for
oracle database developers architects and administrators understand how this free
tool from oracle has evolved over the years and has become a complete tool that makes
life easy for oracle and third party database users the author ajith narayanan has a



total of 10 years of work experience as an oracle apps dba who this book is for this
book is intended for oracle developers who are responsible for database management you
are expected to have programming knowledge of sql and pl sql and must be familiar with
basic oracle database concepts what you will learn install and navigate through all
the advanced features of sql developer that were introduced in version 4 1 browse
create edit and delete drop database objects use the sql worksheet to run sql
statements and scripts edit and debug pl sql code manipulate and export unload data
carry out all dba related activities such as exporting importing tuning and analyzing
database performance issues quickly analyze create and edit the data model using data
modeler extend the sql developer capabilities by exploring the apex related pages enabling
and working with restful services use the available reports and create new custom
reports with custom scripts grasp how to connect to third party databases and work
smoothly with them in detail at times dbas support 100s of databases at work in such
scenarios using a command line tool like putty adds to the difficulty while sql developer
makes the life of a developer dba or db architect easier by providing a graphical user
interface equipped with features that can bolster and enhance the user experience and
boost efficiency features such as dba panel reports data modeler and data miner are just
a few examples of its rich features and its support for apex rest services timesten and
third party database drivers demonstrate its extensibility you may be a newbie to
databases or a seasoned database expert either way this book will help you understand
the database structure and the different types of objects that organize enterprise data in
an efficient manner this book introduces the features of the sql developer 4 1 tool in an
incremental fashion starting with installing them making the database connections and
using the different panels by sequentially walking through the steps in each chapter you
will quickly master sql developer 4 1 style and approach this book follows a step by
step approach and is in a conversational and easy to follow style screenshots and
detailed explanations of the basic and advanced features of sql developer 4 1 that will
make your work and life easy

Oracle Soa Suite 11G Hb 2010-09-18

this fully illustrated step by step tutorial is based on proven training material that
has been highly praised by hundreds of developers in product training courses given as
part of the soa suite 11g rollout you will learn how to build a services oriente

Oracle SQL Developer 2016-01-30

master oracle soa suite 11g design and implement an agile service oriented enterprise
computing infrastructure using the detailed information in this oracle press guide written
by an oracle ace director oracle soa suite 11g handbook uses a hands on case study to
illustrate each programming management and governance concept get expert techniques
for modeling and implementing complex business processes and deploying and securing
services while maximizing decoupling and code reuse install oracle soa suite 11g or
migrate from a previous version design and develop composite applications using sca and
sdo model processes using bpel bpmn and human task components connect components
through mapping and filtering with oracle mediator apply the principles of event driven
architecture through complex event processing the event delivery network and oracle
business activity monitoring server benefit from the power of java through the spring



component and the interaction with oracle validate enrich transform route and operate
on data using the oracle service bus deploy test and manage composite applications from
the oracle enterprise manager control console

Getting Started With Oracle SOA Suite 11g R1 - A
Hands-On Tutorial 2009

learn how to successfully implement api management using oracle s api management
solution 12c about this book explore the key concepts goals and objectives of api
management and learn how to implement it using the oracle api management solution
understand the concepts and objectives of the application service governance asg along
with the governance framework that encompasses people processes and technology get
to grips with api management readiness assessments gap analysis digital reference
architecture and implementation roadmaps who this book is for this book is for enterprise
architects solution architects technical architects and soa and api consultants who
want to successfully implement api management using the oracle api management solution
products what you will learn understand how to manage a set of apis discover the
differences and similarities between api management and soa governance and where and how
these two disciplines converge into application services governance asg grasp
information about asg and how to define an asg governance framework understand the
challenges for organizations looking to expose apis to the external world identify
common scenarios and how to solve them define an oracle api management deployment
topology install and configure oracle api catalog oac oracle api manager oapim and
oracle api gateway oag learn about api subscriptions and api community management
with the oapim portal implement oracle api manager oapim including creation publishing
management and deprecation of apis in detail oracle soa governance is a comprehensive
service orientated governance solution that is designed to make the transition to soa
easier api management is the discipline that governs the software development lifecycle of
apis it defines the tools and processes needed to build publish and operate apis including
the management of the community of developers around it this book illustrates how to
successfully implement api management in your organization to achieve this the
importance of defining an api management strategy and implementation roadmap so that
capabilities are implemented in the right order and timeframes is described it starts by
describing all of the fundamental concepts around api management and related disciplines
such as soa governance and devops in order to dispel the confusion surrounding these
topics the book then takes you on the journey of implementing api management using a
realistic case study of an organization that needs an api management solution you will
start by identifying the key business drivers to implement apis and then create an api
management strategy and a roadmap to realize this strategy you ll then go through a
number of use cases each focused on addressing specific business requirements these will
help you understand each of the oracle api management products how they fit into an
overall architecture and how to implement them the book concludes by providing some
tips and guidelines around defining a deployment topology for the oracle api management
products and the steps to install them style and approach this book is a comprehensive
guide to successfully implementing a complete api management solution from inception to
implementation the initial chapters introduce you to oracle soa governance and api
management and from there chapters are mainly hands on and provide a full step by step
walkthrough of how to implement the products of the oracle api management solution



to address realistic use cases

Oracle SOA Suite 11g Handbook 2010-09-22

this hands on example driven guide is a practical getting started tutorial with plenty of
step by step instructions for beginner to intermediate level readers working with bpel pm in
oracle soa suitewritten for soa developers administrators architects and engineers who
want to get started with oracle bpel pm 11g no previous experience with bpel pm is
required but an understanding of soa and web services is assumed

Oracle API Management 12c Implementation 2015-09-30

understanding ibm soa foundation suite learning visually with examples master the ibm
soa foundation through 26 hands on start to finish tutorials the ibm soa foundation
suite is an integrated open standards based set of software best practices and patterns
that help you systematically maximize the business value of soa understanding ibm soa
foundation suite brings together 26 hands on tutorials that will help you master ibm
soa foundation and apply it successfully in your organization four of ibm s soa
practitioners identify core ibm soa foundation components and usage scenarios and walk
you step by step through implementing them in real world environments this book s self
contained tutorials are presented both in print and through video on the accompanying cd
rom showing you the results of every action immediately whether you re running the
software or not using these tutorials technical professionals can quickly move up the
learning curve discovering how each product works and how they fit together you ll
gain the big picture overview you need to make intelligent up front decisions and all the
hands on practice you need to prototype working solutions coverage includes designing
services with uml sharing designs via html files and transforming designs to and from java
with ibm rational software architect creating services with ibm rational application
developer and deploying them with ibm websphere application server implementing effective
service governance with ibm websphere service registry and repository integrating existing
services into new business processes with ibm websphere integration developer and ibm
websphere process server connecting services with ibm websphere message broker
developing testing deploying and managing portlets with ibm websphere portlet factory
and ibm websphere portal systematically securing services with ibm tivoli federated
identity manager

Oracle SOA BPEL Process Manager 11gR1 – A Hands-on
Tutorial 2013-01-01

master oracle soa suite 12c design implement manage and maintain a highly flexible service
oriented computing infrastructure across your enterprise using the detailed information
in this oracle press guide written by an oracle ace director oracle soa suite 12c
handbook uses a start to finish case study to illustrate each concept and technique
learn expert techniques for designing and implementing components assembling composite
applications integrating java handling complex business logic and maximizing code reuse
runtime administration governance and security are covered in this practical resource get
started with the oracle soa suite 12c development and run time environment deploy and



manage soa composite applications expose soap xml rest json through oracle service bus
establish interactions through adapters for database jms file ftp ums ldap and coherence
embed custom logic using java and the spring component perform fast data analysis in
real time with oracle event processor implement event drive architecture based on the
event delivery network edn use oracle business rules to encapsulate logic and automate
decisions model complex processes using bpel bpmn and human task components establish
kpis and evaluate performance using oracle business activity monitoring control traffic
audit system activity and encrypt sensitive data

Understanding IBM SOA Foundation Suite 2009-08-17

this book is an introduction to oracle soa suite 11g it introduces you to this most
useful tool and provides numerous hands on examples of how to use the product soa
suite 11g is known as among other things a bpel engine one of its many engines that is used
as the homogenizing technology because of its ability to unify various products
although it contains many engines the design time experience is singular and abstracts the
deep technology under the covers while exposing the full functionality through the
interface the runtime is also bundled nicely into a seamless platform based on weblogic
that provides full clustering fail over and extensibility support in addition to the raw
platform soa supports a vast range of adapters that are covered here from the service
adapter to the database adapter to the ftp adapter and many more these adapter allow
much easier integration with native technologies and other 3rd party technologies the
introduction of soa suite through this book is meant to be experiential the theory is
minimized and the practical hands on experience is maximized you will learn by doing

Oracle SOA Suite 12c Handbook 2015-09-01

understanding ibm soa foundation suite learning visually with examples master the ibm
soa foundation through 26 hands on start to finish tutorials the ibm soa foundation
suite is an integrated open standards based set of software best practices and patterns
that help you systematically maximize the business value of soa understanding ibm soa
foundation suite brings together 26 hands on tutorials that will help you master ibm
soa foundation and apply it successfully in your organization four of ibm s soa
practitioners identify core ibm soa foundation components and usage scenarios and walk
you step by step through implementing them in real world environments this book s self
contained tutorials are presented both in print and through video on the accompanying cd
rom showing you the results of every action immediately whether you re running the
software or not using these tutorials technical professionals can quickly move up the
learning curve discovering how each product works and how they fit together you ll
gain the big picture overview you need to make intelligent up front decisions and all the
hands on practice you need to prototype working solutions coverage includes designing
services with uml sharing designs via html files and transforming designs to and from java
with ibm rational software architect creating services with ibm rational application
developer and deploying them with ibm websphere application server implementing effective
service governance with ibm websphere service registry and repository integrating existing
services into new business processes with ibm websphere integration developer and ibm
websphere process server connecting services with ibm websphere message broker
developing testing deploying and managing portlets with ibm websphere portlet factory



and ibm websphere portal systematically securing services with ibm tivoli federated
identity manager

Oracle Soa Suite 11g 2013-11

a guide to everything an oracle soa suite 12c administrator needs to hit the ground
running about this book understand core administrative tasks such as deployments
purging startup and shutdown configuration and backup and recovery manage monitor
and troubleshoot soa composites and osb services follow step by step instructions to
easily and quickly install a highly available two node cluster who this book is for with
topic areas ranging from the simple to the complex this book is intended for novice mid
level and experienced administrators of the oracle soa suite 12c platform as well as
oracle weblogic server and oracle database administrators interested in diving into the
product what you will learn navigate oracle enterprise manager fusion middleware
control monitor and manage the oracle soa suite 12 c infrastructure deploy and
promote code monitor and manage services configure and administer the environment
manage the dehydration store and enterprise scheduler service troubleshoot oracle soa
suite 12c infrastructure set up backups recovery and high availability in detail oracle
soa suite 12 c is the most comprehensive and integrated infrastructure on the market
today that is used for building applications based on service oriented architecture with
the vast number of features and capabilities that oracle soa suite 12c has to offer
comes numerous complexities and challenges for administration oracle soa suite 12c
administrator s guide covers all the core areas of administration needed for you to
effectively manage and monitor the oracle soa suite environment and its transactions
from deployments to monitoring to performance tuning and much much more manage
monitor and troubleshoot soa composites and osb services from a single product set
understand core administrative activities such as deployments purging startup and
shutdown configuration backup and recovery also learn about new features such as
oracle enterprise scheduler lazy loading work manager groups high availability and more
style and approach presented in a reference guide format where chapters can be read in any
sequence this book explains the core concepts while providing real world implementation
specifics detailing the what why and how of all the administration related activities
that involve oracle soa suite 12c we take a step by step approach and offers tips
instructions and examples that you can easily follow and execute

Understanding IBM SOA Foundation Suite 2010

this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th international conference on
software and data technologies icsoft 2009 held in sofia bulgaria in july 2009 the 19
revised full papers presented together with two invited papers were carefully reviewed
and selected as best papers from 212 submissions the papers are organized in topical
sections on enterprise software technology software engineering distributed systems
data management knowledge based systems

Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide



2015-11-27

this book is packed with real word examples each major certification topic is covered in a
separate chapter which helps to make understanding of concepts easier at the end of each
chapter you will find a variety of practice questions to strengthen and test your
learning you will get a feel for the actual soa foundation practitioner exam by solving
practice papers modeled on it this book is for soa architects technical consultants
application developers and analysts who want to successfully clear the 1z0
451oracle soa foundation practitioner exam to attain the oracle soa infrastructure
implementation certification

Software and Data Technologies 2011-04-09
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Oracle SOA Infrastructure Implementation Certification
Handbook (1Z0-451) 2012

this book highlights how to integrate and realize service oriented architecture with web
services which is one of the emerging technologies in it it also focuses on the latest
technologies such as metadata management security issues quality of service and its
commercialization a chapter is also devoted to the study of emerging standards and
development tools for enterprise application integration

��������SOA 2007-11

become an adf expert with essential tips n tricks and case studies for leveraging your adf
applications

Integrating SOA and Web Services 2022-09-01

java soa cookbook offers practical solutions and advice to programmers charged with
implementing a service oriented architecture soa in their organization instead of providing
another conceptual high level view of soa this cookbook shows you how to make soa
work it s full of java and xml code you can insert directly into your applications and
recipes you can apply right away the book focuses primarily on the use of free and open
source java services technologies including java se 6 and java ee 5 tools but you ll find
tips for using commercially available tools as well java soa cookbook will help you
construct xml vocabularies and data models appropriate to soa applications build real
world web services using the latest java standards including jax ws 2 1 and jax rs 1 0
for restful web services integrate applications from popular service providers using soap
pox and atom create service orchestrations with complete coverage of the ws bpel
business process execution language 2 0 standard improve the reliability of soap based
services with specifications such as ws reliable messaging deal with governance
interoperability and quality of service issues the recipes in java soa cookbook will equip
you with the knowledge you need to approach soa as an integration challenge not an



obstacle

Oracle ADF Real World Developer's Guide 2012-10-22

this hands on example driven guide is a practical getting started tutorial with plenty of
step by step instructions for beginner to intermediate level readers working with bpel pm in
oracle soa suitewritten for soa developers administrators architects and engineers who
want to get started with oracle bpel pm 11g no previous experience with bpel pm is
required but an understanding of soa and web services is assumed

Java SOA Cookbook 2009-03-17

Oracle SOA BPEL PM 11g R1 2013
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